
SOLUTION BRIEF

Should an adjunct faculty member have access to sensitive data when 
he is acting in the capacity of a student doing research for a class? Is 
it appropriate for a university staff member to have the same access 
entitlements when this individual is doing volunteer work for a club 
associated with the school? The challenge of managing data access for 
users with multiple roles, or personas, is especially pronounced within 
the higher education space. Left unaddressed, colleges and universities 
may find themselves at risk of breach and regulatory non-compliance. 

What are Personas and Why They Matter 
Faculty members may also be students. Students may also be staff. Staff may also 
be volunteers. Having multiple personas per identity makes it extremely difficult to 
manage users accessing systems, applications and even files containing sensitive 
data. For instance, should an associate professor also have the same data access 
levels when he is operating as a student or even a volunteer? To further complicate 
matters regarding multiple personas, consider the challenges with granting 
entitlements. For instance, when IT administrators and data stewards make access 
entitlement changes to a persona, it is not typically applied to other personas. As 
a result, those changes are either done separately or not done at all. This creates 
significant inefficiencies as well as cybersecurity and compliance gaps.

Flexibility to Meet the Unique Requirements of Educational Institutions
Different educational institutions have different requirements and data structures. 
SailPoint provides multiple ways within IdentityIQ to meet these requirements.  
Here are just a few examples of how SailPoint addresses the multiple persona issue:

Persona Relationship
This approach is ideal when there is a well-defined authoritative source or application 
(like HR) for an identity (like an employee). This allows SailPoint to identify a primary 
identity. SailPoint can also create a primary identity for user types not sourced from HR, 
such as student accounts and contingent workforce. SailPoint further allows colleges 
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and universities to establish secondary identities that are linked to the primary identity. 
This allows educational institutions to have a more complete view of the user’s access 
entitlements and enables them to effectively manage their different personas.

Linked Relationship Persona
Where there are multiple authoritative sources with each being the authority for a 
different identity persona, the linked-relationship persona approach can be very 
effective. In this case, SailPoint provides a global identifier where all personas are 
tied to that individual. Additional personas appear as an application account that 
are transparently linked back to the main identifier. This model not only builds the 
relationship but also shows all accesses in one uniform way in IdentityIQ.

Roles-Based Approach
While this is simpler approach, it is contingent on the environment. Where individuals 
do not have multiple employee IDs or different managers, personas can be managed 
via roles. Educational institutions may want to delineate between personas for 
approvals, certifications and attestations. 

The Benefits of the SailPoint Solutions
In addition to managing access and entitlements for users with multiple personas, 
SailPoint solutions can help educational institutions address other cybersecurity and 
compliance challenges. Here are several examples:

• Colleges and universities typically have a mix of legacy and more current systems 
and applications. Managing access consistently across all of these technologies 
can be achieved through SailPoint’s unified governance approach. 

• SailPoint enables educational institutions to create, manage and document 
information access policies and user access rights. This helps educational 
institutions to confidently meet FERPA and HIPAA regulatory compliance and  
audit requirements.

• The open culture of education institutions presents a challenge for any cybersecurity 
program. For this reason, it is of utmost importance that educational institutions 
balance security with reasonable freedom of access. SailPoint solutions automate 
formerly manual processes for requesting, granting and provisioning access, thus 
delivering timely information for clinicians as they provide quality patient care.     

• SailPoint can extend identity governance beyond systems and applications.  
This allows colleges and universities to find, classify and control access to data  
files wherever they reside.
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SailPoint, the leader in enterprise identity management, brings the Power of 
Identity to customers around the world. SailPoint’s open identity platform gives 
organizations the power to enter new markets, scale their workforces, embrace 
new technologies, innovate faster and compete on a global basis. As both an 
industry pioneer and market leader in identity governance, SailPoint delivers 
security, operational efficiency and compliance to enterprises with complex IT 
environments. SailPoint’s customers are among the world’s largest companies.
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THE POWER  
OF IDENTITY™

sailpoint.com

Why Educational Institutions Trust SailPoint
Recognized Authority
Gartner has recognized SailPoint as a leading authority in their IGA Magic Quadrant 
for last the four years while Forrester has presented similar accolades.

Consistently High User Satisfaction
With a consistent customer satisfaction and retention rating of 95%+, SailPoint is 
committed to providing a mutually rewarding experience that extends throughout the 
relationship lifecycle.

Extensive Partner Network
SailPoint builds strategic partnerships with companies around the world to ensure we 
have trained sales and delivery partners to best serve our customers.

Technology Alliance
SailPoint has broad technology alliances to deliver robust, relevant capabilities  
that drive strong user experience.

Learn more about SailPoint through one of your peers – Norwich University.  
Get this article examining how Norwich University leveraged SailPoint to streamline 
its IT processes while simplifying the student and staff user experience.
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